The Department of Russian and Slavonic Studies warmly invites you to two events to celebrate the World Festival of Slovene Culture 2016:

Friday 2\textsuperscript{nd} December, 15:00

Student Translation Workshop

Trent A46

Students of Slovene, across all years and levels, are invited to join our translation workshop where we’ll be discussing and translating some selected poems by Milan Šelj. You’ll have the chance to share your work at event two!

Monday 5\textsuperscript{th} December, 18:30

Literary Evening

with

Slovene Poet Milan Šelj

Trent A21 (Council Room)

All are welcome to join us for an evening of poetry reading, discussion and Slovene wine with poet Milan Šelj to celebrate the World Festival of Slovene Culture 2016!

Milan Šelj, born 1960, is a poet, translator, sociologist and publicist. He has lived and worked in London since 1992, and has published three collections of poetry to date: his first, ‘Darilo’ (Gift) debuted in 2006, ‘Kristali soli’ (Salt Crystals) followed in 2010 and most recently, ‘Gradim gradove’ (I Build Castles) in 2015. Šelj’s own translations of poetry were published in an anthology of gay European poetry by Lambda in 2009.